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In the beginner's mind there are many possibilities, but in the expert there are few. - Shunryu SuzukiWe often feel anxious to learn because we are afraid to fail. As a result, we tend to seek out comfortable learning experiences that reinforce what we already know. Unfortunately, after a safe learning path, our ability to acquire new
knowledge stifles and limits opportunities for growth. Some of the world's greatest thinkers - Plato, Saint Ignatius of Loyola, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, John Dewey, Kurt Hahn, Parker Palmer and others - have written about how people learn. Shunryu Suzuki, the founder of the San Francisco Zen Center, postulated that learning requires a
readiness to embrace new ways of thinking. Suzuki believes that this readiness can be reached through developing what he calls a novice's mind, which is more receptive to new ideas than an expert's mind. A beginner's mind teaches us not only how to reflect on a wide range of possibilities, but also how to make objective decisions. The
most efficient classrooms are led by instructors who encourage participants to wake up and cultivate the beginner's mind. Here are some principles that, when followed, will create a stimulating classroom environment and will legitimize the power of a novice's mind. Participate in experience learning. Long, didactic lectures are
unsatisfactory, unsatisfactory and outdated. When participants share their own knowledge—describing what challenges they have faced, what lessons they have learned, and what they would do differently if they have another opportunity—two things happen: They realize what enormous resources they can be to each other, and they
begin to create networks of knowledge that last long after the class has abolished. Grab the tough stuff. For an experimental learning classroom to work, participants must address some difficult questions in advance. Participants must understand that their role is to take an active role in the dialogue and to express their feelings and
personal values openly. In turn, other members of the class must be prepared to grapple with alternative views and cultural perspectives that may be different from their own. Balance action with reflection. Action learning is a popular approach to teaching that brings real business challenges into the classroom. It is a useful but limited
exercise, because the action must be balanced with reflection. Reflective learning teaches people to take a break in the middle of the action and ask questions like these: What's really happening here?, I'm addressing the right problem?, and Is there a new approach that I should consider? In today's fast-paced work environment, action
bias often leads to people relying too much on past experience or current expertise to solve problems. Action should not take place at the expense of the teachable moments. Learning agendas should be designed to balance experience learning, real-time problem solving, dialogue and reflective learning. They should also be flexible
enough to indulge in the teachable moments. Teachable moments are spontaneous, material dialogues that occur when a discussion emerges a challenging problem. Interactions of this type should not be cut short; they are the heart of learning. Make learning meaningful. Healthy classrooms should focus on work and life. We all learn
from both professional and personal experiences. Sharing these lessons encourages participants to think about how they can make a difference at work, at home, and in their community. After all, meaningful learning should be about making a contribution to society and improving the lives cgdouglas@hildebrandt.com
mghedaa@hildebrandt.com of others. In this Instructable, I will show you how to assemble an inventory that will contain everything you need for basic electronics projects, including components, tools and technical phrases. I would also suggest projects that I felt helped me further my knowledge and understanding when I joined
electronics. There are many types of components that are important when building circuits such as LEDs, capacitors and transistors. All these components are available on RadioShack or other stores, and they are important components for a beginner.555 Timer - A type of IC (Integrated Circuit) used to provide time delays, such as an
oscillator or a flip-flop element. 555 hours is cheap and easy to use so is ideal for small projects. Metronome555 Timer @ RadioShackBatteries - Devices used for storing chemical energy for transformation into the electrical energy that powers the circuit. They have a positively charged terminal (anode) and a negatively charged terminal
(cathode). Batteries @ RadioShackCapacitors - A component used to store energy in an electric field. They come as electrolytic and ceramic variants and in many different sizes. The device for capacitance is Farad and capacitors also come considered with voltage. Sunrise Alarm ClockCondensatorer @ RadioShackLEDs - (Light-
Emitting Diode) A semiconductor light source. Electrons combined in LED releasing energy in the form of photons (that will vilify light)LED ThrowiesLEDs @ RadioShackResistors - Implements electrical resistance as a circuit element. These are usually used with LEDs. There are fixed and variable types that can be affected by factors
such as temperature and light. Opponent @ RadioShackI found this useful when doing large LED arrays to determine which opponent I needed: Regulator - electric regulator designed to automatically maintain a constant voltage in a circuit. A certain type of transistor. USB iPhone Charger5V Voltage Regulator @ RadioShackWire - Metal
threads used to carry electric current. Wire @ RadioShackSwitch - Capable of breaking electrical circuit. Switches @ RadioShackTransistor - A semiconductor used to amplify and switch electronic signals. They are often found in integrated circuits. TV-B-GONETransistors @ RadioShackA fully equipped toolkit is definitely needed to
create electronic projects. A small bag or container is useful for making the kit fully portable, which allows you to use multiple workstations. Breadboard/Protoboard - Used to write electronic circuits. They do not require soldering, so the board and electronic components can be easily reused. Breadboard @ RadioShackSoldering Iron +
Accessories - An important tool in constructing circuits. The hot solder melts the solder on the joint between the components to form an electric joint. Soldering iron @ RadioShackZip / Cable Ties - Useful for tying cables to a neat shape. Heat Shrink - Provides support and insulation for wires. Heat Shrink @ RadioShackSugru - Silicone-
based putty that adheres to objects for multiple purposes and cures over time.Sugru.comMultimeter - Electronic measuring instrument that can measure values such as voltage, current and resistance. Multimeter @ RadioShackWork Light - Provides useful light for working with electronics. Screwdriver Craft Knife - Small, sharp knife.
Especially useful for making precise incisions. Glue gun - Strong glue that uses a heating element to melt glue on a given area and melts very quickly when applied. Glue gun @ RadioShackMulti tool - Versatile hand tool with several functions. Here are some other sites that will give you more information about basic electronics: Basic
Electronics by randofoHow-to Breadboard by amandaghassaei If you find it too difficult to source or too expensive to buy the individual parts, I would recommend buying a complete project set that will include everything you need for the project in question, as well as assembly instructions. MakerShed Kits After learning the basics, you
can move on to more advanced electronics like Arduino or Raspberry Pi. Both of these media offer easy ways to learn electronics and programming, as well as strong communities willing to contribute to beginners.www.Arduino.ccwww.RaspberryPi.org beginners.www.Arduino.ccwww.RaspberryPi.org
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